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Framing the Reading
Kevin Roozen earned his Ph.D. in Composition and Rhetoric from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign in 2005. He is currently Associate Professor at The University of Central
Florida where he directs the Composition Program. Roozen's research is ethnographic and
longitudinal, which means that he focuses in-depth on a few research participants and
follows them closely over a long period of time. Roozen has published in most of his field's
top peer-reviewed journals, including publishing recently with Elizabeth Wardle, one of
the co-editors of this textbook.
Roozen is especially interested in how what he calls "literate learners" make connec
tions between and among their various and varied literacy practices in seemingly very
different contexts. For example, in the article you are about to read, he looks at the con
nections between one student's use of prayer journals, visual designs in graphic arts, and
writing in English literature classes.

Getting Ready to Read
Before you read, do at least one of the following activities:
• Think of all the different kinds of "literacies" that you possess-not just reading
and writing for school, but maybe also writing fan fiction, drawing graphs for your
engineering classes, or reading baseball statistics.
• Make a list of all of the different "literat,:_practices" you engage in regularly in
different aspects of your life. For example, do you keep a journal, or write poetry,
or make lists of classic cars you are interested in? Do you regularly read Vogue or
AMP Magazine? Do you participate in World of Warcraft as a game, or on message
boards related to the game?
As you read, consider the following questions:
• Look in the glossary for the definitions of some words in this reading that might be
new to you: intertext, repurpose, disciplinary writing expertise, discourse community,
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